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FAQ: World of Fiery Webinar – Job Layout & Cutting 
Options in Fiery XF and Fiery proServer 
 

Can we put different types of trim marks or spacing around images within a nesting? For example, we have one 
image that needs 1/2" white border and cut marks and another needs 2" white and no trim marks. 

No, all graphics in a nest will adopt the same spacing and trim marks that are set up for the nest.  If you change the settings, it will 
update each and every graphic in the nest. 
 

Is there any practical difference between setting the clone of the image inside the nesting or setting the number of 
copies under output/Print Settings or via copy/paste of the image? 

Yes, there is.  A clone of an image will add additional copies of an image into a nest.  Selecting the number of copies sets how many 
printouts of the entire nesting are produced.  
 

Setting up iCut marks for iCut machine, the iCuts show but at times the cut path doesn't transfer over into the .cut 
file. The file is set up as both .ai and .cut and do not match.  Sometimes the .cut will have the path but it does a 
bounding box cut. It does not do cut path. Can you address that? 

It sounds like the interface may not be operating correctly.  I would recommend that you contact EFI Support and supply them with 
sample files and possibly screen grabs of the problem you are having.  If they are unable to resolve the problem, they can contact 
our development team in Germany. 
 

Can you explain the Advanced Layout option? 

The Advanced Layout option, which I will be showing in the next Webinar, is most often used to produce what is referred to as true 
shape nesting, where the cut paths are honored rather than the bounding boxes.  This results in a far greater media savings than 
when the standard nesting function is used.  In addition, the option can be used to  

• create cut paths when they do not already exist in the file 
• edit these paths or the paths that actually do exist in the original file 
• add bleed to images 
• plus set up graphics for double-sided printing 

 

Is it possible to print a multipage PDF with front and back pages?  

Fiery XF can take a multi-page PDF file and nest the entire document, or separate the document into individual pages where you can 
pick and choose which files to print. That will allow you to selectively produce double-sided output. 
 

Wasn’t it always possible to make more copies of just an individual image inside the nesting? 

You were always able to cut and paste individual graphics in a nest to make more copies.  We have added the cloning function to 
simplify this process. 
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When tiling with large graphics with white fields, how do you keyline? I have had issues with keylines not showing 
through the white fields for trimming.  

The current version of Fiery XF performs that exact task. I took a file larger than my media, tiled it, added overlap and glue areas, 
and turned on the "Overlap marks" option with the dashed line checkbox selected. I printed a single internal tile and have a dotted 
line around the entire perimeter of the tile, located at the correct trim area with the overlap and glue areas extending beyond the line. 

I believe that this feature was added within the last year or two to Fiery XF. If you are not running the current version, we can get you 
a trial to see if the feature I am describing is what you are looking for. If you are running the current version and this feature is not 
working as I have described, please contact support.  
 

Is there a way to reduce the list of cutters in the finishing menus?  

Unfortunately, no.  This list is hard coded into the application.  
 

Is there a way to reduce the list of defaulted sizes from the media size list?  

Unfortunately, no.  At this time, this list is also hard coded into the application.  
 

If I wanted to print the same image on multiple small boards on an H1625, would step and repeat be the best way to 
lay out the output?  

It could, although you would need to be careful about the alignment of the boards on the printer as well as the spacing that you 
specify in Fiery XF.  
 

My flatbed cutter is not in the list. What can we do?  

Request a 30-day code from us for testing, and select the iCut option from the cutter drop-down list on the Cut panel.  You could also 
try the Eurosystems option.  Your dealer should be able to help you with your testing.  
 

I use Fiery eXpress. What are the differences in terms of production features?  

Fiery eXpress can be set up to create a nesting which is called a Collection in that product.  However, for the other production 
options such as tiling, step and repeat, and support for cutters, you will need to use the Fiery XF solution.  
 

How do I request a full Fiery XF Trial?  

There is a short form on the session landing page where you can request a full Fiery XF trial, or test a Fiery XF or Fiery proServer 
option. Complete this form, and an EFI representative or an EFI certified dealer will be in touch with you within a few business days 
to confirm that you have the minimum requirements and necessary equipment to perform a trial. You will then be provided with a 30 
day trial code.  
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